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in the region

Young And Full
Of Potential
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big
ideas are born
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innovation
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school
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Where great
minds meet .

Inspiration
knows
no boundaries

Nu-vision high
school offers the
ideal combination
of a high level of
academic
expectation and
a supportive
environment.
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Anchored in Excellence

Nu-Vision High School is well known for
its tradition of excellence. In that vein, we
chose the theme ‘Anchored in Excellence’
for the year 2014 - 2015. To live up to this
theme, we have done our best to provide
a safe and orderly environment for our
Mr. Dube Ndumiso
.students to study effectively
Principal
To deliver our high standard of
educational excellence, our teachers are experienced, confident, wellorganised, have a good sense of humour and participate fully in all
aspects of school life within and beyond the classroom. Teachers take
time to give remedial lessons to students with academic challenges,
and also provide extension work to those who are gifted academically.
This has made Nu-Vision High School to rank among the top schools
.not only in Rwanda; but in the whole of East Africa
We strongly believe that in order to be ‘anchored in excellence’,
there must be close collaboration between the major stakeholders in
education; namely students, teachers and parents. Nu-Vision High
School Management provides a platform for such collaboration
through Consultation and Open Days, Speech and Prize Giving
Days as well as Parents’ Assemblies. Our parents are very supportive
of school programmes and make constructive contributions during
Parents’ Assemblies, and this has helped the school to remain
.anchored in excellence
I wish to express appreciation to the Nu-Insight Club for this latest
publication which will go a long way to showcase to the outside world
.what goes on at Nu-Vision High School

It is almost 7years since
NVHS opened its doors to its first
students in 2008. However within this
short period of time, the school’s score
board has registered a multiplicity of
.achievements
The school prefers quality of passes to
Mr. Magambo Vicent meet our goal of academic excellence.
Last year, our students achieved highly
DOS
qualitative grades in the national and international programs
.which made us to achieve our goal of excellence
The school runs the Cambridge international and Rwanda
National programs and both run up to six years of secondary
education. The international computer driving license was
introduced in the school this year starting with Y8 & Y9 classes.
This program consists of essential concepts and skills relating to
the use of devices, file creation and management, networking and
data security. At the end of the second year, students sit for tests
.and ICDL Africa awards them certificates
Well-equipped and fully furnished Science labs and the weather
station bring the content into the classroom environment and
this helps students to store learnt materials in the long term
memory which can be retrieved any time tasks arise. The school
has two well-equipped libraries with hundreds of books for
national and international programs which have provided a
conducive environment for student’s research. The reading
.program has promoted a reading culture among our students
It is hard to exhaust all the achievements realized in the past
seven years. We thank the lord who has brought us this far since
.it is only through his grace we can achieve our goals
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1 NU-Profile

Editorial
Dear
esteemed
,readers
MUHOZA Emmy
NU-Insight is
President
Nu-Insight
honoured to bring
to you the first ever
edition of the school view
book .
NU-Insight is a student based
project that aims at enhancing
students' creativity, critical analysis,
developing writing skills, public speaking
and graphic design .
In the preceding years, Nu-Insight issued
out annual copies of the school magazine that
provided a glimpse of what the life of a visioner was
like during the years 2012 & 2013 .
However, this year we diversified to issuing out a school
album that covers different internal and external aspects
ranging from academics, religion, social life, sports and
entertainment as well as major events that made up the year 2014
We are very thankful to the entire student’s body and school
administration for supporting and contributing towards the success of this
initiative. We also thank the students and parents who have bought copies of
this school view book in support of the project. We are hopeful that you shall
enjoy and learn a lot form this.

Acknowledgement
We are so thankful to the following people for their distinguished efforts they contributed towards The success of this edition
Mr. chebes Celestin, Mr. Kitimbo Moses , Mr. Ndebesa Moses ,Mr. Iyonsenga Jean Pierre
Kabatesi Daphine , Teta Samantha, Gasabo Isimbi Nailla , Butera Blanche , Rwubuzizi Ronaldo , Rwigamba derrick , ,
Niyigena Francoise ,Gatsinzi Ritah , Ineza Nakitha , Agasaro, Patience ,Uwamwezi Rhoda , Dushime Joyce, our marketing
department the entire students body plus the school administration
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our school
staff 2014
MATH-PHYSICS AND COMPUTER
DEPARTMENT

CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY
DEPARTMENT

BUSINESS STUDIES DEPARTMENT

HUMANITIES DEPARTMENT

LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT

NU-INSIGHT VIEW BOOK

2014
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Nu-Insight view book 2014 is a school album
that shows what a visioner and how his life
looked like throughout the year 2014.
g

It endeavours to portray all events and
activities that took place in the Nu-vision
High School community ranging from
academic success, spiritual reinforcement,
graduation ceremonies, sports and
entertainment to mention but a few.
It tells of the challenges, roadblocks and
bottlenecks which a visioner faces daily
which all end in a thrilling and awesome
story of victory and triumph because
entering the gates of Nu-Vision High School
is success in itself since as the motto goes the
better prepared the stronger.

VIEW BOOK
2014-2015

f

Nu-insight, Aspire to Inspire.

Uwamwezi Tega Rhoda
S5 HEG

SCHOOL STATISTICS

O-LEVEL

CAMBRIDGE

IGCSE

BOYS

Scan for More Information

BOYS

152

165

79

GIRLS

AS/A-LEVEL

GIRLS

117

24

73

TOTAL:269

TOTAL:189

PS
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senior1 white

.1st row. Left to right: Maurice .M, Patience. G, Sandrine .U, Faith .K, Dick .H, Josue .M, Aurora .B.S
.2nd row. Left to right: Nziza .S, Lucky .U, Joshua .N, Precious .K, Larissa .L, Ivan .S, Dorcet .J.H, Dan .M, Hoover .R
.3rd row. Left to right: Douglas .R, Emma Kelly .N, Tunga Loic .G, Olivie .N, Songa Richard .K, Ivan .B, Confiance .M

Class Teacher
S1w has 29 students who are organized,
.disciplined, self-motivated and cooperative
It is a class whose members participate actively
in school activities and work towards the
achievement of their objectives. This is a class
where students are united and care for one
.another so as to maintain their academic success
. All in all, s1w is a good class to teach
Florent Nsanzubuhoro
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2 NU-View Book

senior1 green

.1st row: left to right: Denis .S, Gift .S, Kenny .G, Amir .S, Olivier .M, Dickson .R, Duncan .M
.2nd row: left to right: Faith .N, Dalton .M, Dylan .N, Don .G, Blandin .N, Eloi .N
.3rd row: left to right: Eugenie .M, Patience .M, Melina .K, Kellia .M, Larissa Dian .K, Hellen .M.K, Elvis.C
.4th row: left to right: Jemimah .U, Doreen .T, Angel .T, Arafat Ash-dad .L, Pacific .I, Obed .N, O’neal .R.M

Class Teacher
S.1G is a class consisted of disciplined
and hardworking students who excel
both in academics and social life. They
are surrounded by a good and conducive
environment which they use maximally
to brighten their future. I believe that
with God, discipline and hard work these
students can build a new Rwanda and take it
to another level of development .
Musinguzi Aljab
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senior1 blue

.1st row. Left to right: Maurice .M, Patience. G, Sandrine .U, Faith .K, Dick .H, Josue .M, Aurora .B.S
.2nd row. Left to right: Nziza .S, Lucky .U, Joshua .N, Precious .K, Larissa .L, Ivan .S, Dorcet .J.H, Dan .M, Hoover .R
.3rd row. Left to right: Douglas .R, Emma Kelly .N, Tunga Loic .G, Olivie .N, Songa Richard .K, Ivan .B, Confiance .M

Class Teacher
Academically, the students work hand-in-hand
to improve their level of performance. They
participate actively, show enthusiasm by asking
questions and providing answers to teacher's
questions. They love, respect and trust in God;
that is why they like praying. S.1B students are
polite, clean, smart and obedient. This is a class
where solidarity, friendship, discipline and
performance meet .
Regis Sindikubwabo

NU-INSIGHT VIEW BOOK

2014
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Most intelligent
Shyaka Denis

Most hilarious
MANZI Olivier

Most Social
Rugero Ines

Most Disciplined
Faith

Fashion Killer
Uwase Lucky

Sports man
Ruterana Emille
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senior2 Green

.1st row. Left to right: Modest .G, Shema .H, Jacob .I, Patience .K, Tonny .R, Fiston .N, Stephen .T, David .H
.2nd row. Left to right: Toussaint .M, Thierry .K, Amatus .S, Levis .K, Helve .G, Blaise .S, Collins .R
3rd row. Left to right: Rollande Ingrid .U, Princess .I, Jesca .G, Aline .M, Doreen .U, Shakira .B, Jennifer .U, Andrew .R,
.jasper .I, Joshua .N
4th row. Left to right: Adeline Olga .I, Jennifer .U, Angel .M, Pamela .N, Phiona .U, Divine .U, Haddasah .G, Deborah .I,
.Delice .S, Ghislain .N, Loic sangwa .U

Class Teacher
SENIOR 2 GREEN is busy throughout the
day, the week and the term. They are obedient,
committed and hardworking students. I believe
that they are genuinely interested in succeding
in their studies. They avail themselves .of every
opportunity to achieve their goals
I believe that helping, supporting of contributing
in any way to another person growth is one of
the sweetest experiences in life and receiving
such contributions is glorious too .
Gasasira Claudien

NU-INSIGHT VIEWBOOK

2014
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senior2 blue

.1st row. Left to right: Michael .R, Patrick .H, James .M, Blaise .S, Kevin .S, Chris .M, Kevin .M
.2nd row. Left to right: Ryan Ken .N, Hope .M, Lydia .I, Nice .M, Becky .M, Fortune .S, Jean Nepo .N
.3rd row. Left to right: Kaliza .A, Chelsea .M, Bianca .S, Gloria .K, Deborah .I, Sharon .B, David .N
4th row. Left to right: Olive .K, Marie Louise .U, Kessy .I, Lilian .U, Rinate .G, Charline .N, Patience .K, Deborah .B

Class Teacher
In S.2B classes are a real fun because of the
loving environment teachers create nevertheless;
S.2B students take classes seriously and give
teachers the best teaching atmosphere they need
to deliver their lessons effectively .
Our class timetable is not too loaded as it leaves
students with some free time which students use
for note taking, complete class assignments etc .
BYABEZA Levis Pasteur
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senior2 white

.1st row. Left to right: Shandy .S, Shema .R, Patrick .S, Mugisha .B., Tonny .B, Gad .K, Derick .M
.2nd row. Left to right: Cedric .N, Maurice .R, Gad .I, Armand .M, Boris .S, Olivier .H, Gad .C
.3rd row. Left to right: Vanessa .I, Cynthia .C, Eunice .I, Lesley .U, Ronald .M, Derrick .N, Steve .M, Ivan .M, Christian .M
.4th row. Left to right: Ester .I, Lidivine .M, Chantal .I, Chantal .U, Iyax .I, Simon .R, John .N, Hope .K

Class Teacher
In all ways, I have no doubt this is the best class in
NU-VISION HIGH SCHOOL. Senior 2W is a haven
of youthful, energetic, knowledgeable, accommodating
and entertaining students. It’s definitely a class to
belong to, it consists of 24 boys and 13 girls who are
embroidered in the common objective of excelling
academically and socially with the grace of God as
their backbone. It is the oasis of the future doctors,
lawyers, engineers and other Rwandan experts .
Nyongesa Jude

NU-INSIGHT VIEWBOOK
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Most intelligent
Byandanga Sharon
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Most Disciplined
Ishimwe Adeline

Fashion Killer
Vanessa Isimbi

Most Social
Cyiza Gad

Most Talented
Rubanguka Simon

Sports Man
Nizeyimana Nepo
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senior3 blue

1st row: left to right: Mamilla .U, Prince.S, Jack .G, Lisa .A, Diakite .I, Gratien .U, Ariel .M, Bertrand
..K, Mike .R, Tona Lys, Racheal .U
2nd row: left to right: Adelphine .T, Alison .U, Amanzi .Z, Dickson .B, Prince .R, Kenny .K, Aline .I,
.Divine .M, Alvin .G, Fabrice .I, Jordan .K
3rd row: left to right: Honorine .T, Deborah .M, Clementine .U, Espoir .M, Isaak .K, Miguel .M, Regis
..N, Fabrice .N, Gaspard .M, Fiston .G

Class Teacher
”......KNOWLEDGE IS FIRE“
A man who pays respect and listens to the
great, paves way for his own greatness. This
saying is what best describes S.3blue. S.3B
have been taught to line within their means
and avoid doing things by impulse!! My dear
students remember that” the sun does not
forget a village simply because it is too small
”and remote .
Martin Bugembe Ddembe

NU-INSIGHT VIEWBOOK

2014
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senior3 green

1ST row: left to right: Kevin .B, Nancy .M, Joshua .M, Hortance .I, Isaac .N, Tania .I, Emma .S, Djasil
..M, Philbert .R, Alice .M
2nd row: left to right: Eric .N, Aline .M, Alain .S, Denise .T, Brice .M, Lionel .R, Ronald .M, Garros .G
.Kevin .M, Otis .B
3rd row: left to right: Augizigus .T, Edwin .M, Cuba .B, Normand .N, Janette .U, Ruben .R, Ritah .N,
.Joan .G, Elijah .K, Grace .U, Asadi .K, Didan .K

Class Teacher
My Dear, S.3G
It’s been my humble pleasure to be your class teacher
throughout this whole year of 2014. You have been a
very good and vibrant class, always participating in
class and other extra-curricular activities, excelling
academically, outstanding in Discipline and spiritually
.strong. I truly commend you for that
I encourage you to keep it up and aim higher next year
and the years to come .
God be with you
Bizimana Emmy
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Fashion Killer
Muyango Ariel

Most Disciplined
Tona Lys
Most Hilarious
Museka Edwin

Most intelligent
Mutoni Nancy
Sports Man
Nshimiyimana Erick

Most Social
Amanzi Zdaujdia
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senior4 science

.1st row. Left to right: Annet .K, Daria .M, Amanda .N, Brenda .N, Allen .M, Doreen .U, Esther .G
.2nd row. Left to right: Hadija ., Inshuti ., Freddy .N, Arnaud .M, Hobe .N, Charmant .M
.3rd row. Left to right: Florent .G, Pascal .N, Moses .M,---, Patrick .M, Edvard .N, Sam .T
4th row. Left to right: Triomphe .N, Sam .M, Jesse .M, Tristan .N, Moses .N, Cedric .M, O’Neil .K, Joel .H,
Tony .R, Ronnie .B, Rolland .N, Credo .B, Ronaldo .R, Danny .S, Arnaud .N

Class Teacher
S.4Science is a class consisted of disciplined
and hardworking students who excel
both in academics and social life. They
are surrounded by a good and conducive
environment which they use maximally to
brighten their future. I believe that with God,
discipline and hard work these students can
build a new Rwanda and take it to another
level of development .
Iradukunda Jean Baptiste
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senior4 arts

.1st row. Left to right: Anna .B, Uwineza .C, Patience .M, Theophile .H, Cynthia .M, Karita . ,Afisa . M
2nd row. Left to right: Rhona .T, Angello .K, Nick .G, Derrick .N, Jennifer .U, Mafubo .G, Faith .K, Bruno .N,
.Clerick .G

Class Teacher
S.4 arts in made up of two combinations that
is MEG and HEG. This class is well known for
the unbreakable record of getting certificates
on each and every assembly. This good
performance is strongly attached to the high
level of discipline the class has displayed since
.the start of the year
Therefore I pray that they continue with that
standard till the end .
Matovu Henry

NU-INSIGHT VIEWBOOK
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Most Social
Gahire Nick
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Sports Man
Mbonimana Moses

Most Disciplined
Amanda Ingabire

Most Hilarious
Nshuti Derrick

Most Stylish
Fath Kamugisha

Most intelligent
Butera Allan
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senior5 sciences

.1st row: left to right: Aubin .N, Françoise .N, Amelie .K, Placide .N, Ophelie .N, Andrew .N
.2nd row: left to right: Parfait .N, Morius .D.M, Bruno .N, Moise .M, Boris .G
.3rd row: left to right: Brice salve .B, Derrick .K, Tonny .R, Bertrand .M, Consolateur .M, Pacific .N
.4th row: left to right: Chris .K, Ruth .Z, Eric .B, Joshua .N, Daphine .K, Dullen Aine .R

Class Teacher
My Dear, S.5Sciences
It’s been my humble pleasure to be your class
teacher throughout this whole year of 2014.
You have been a very good and vibrant class,
always participating in class and other extracurricular activities, excelling academically,
outstanding in Discipline and spiritually
.strong. I truly commend you for that
I encourage you to keep it up and aim higher
next year and the years to come .
God be with you .
Musa Fadarah
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senior5 arts

.1st row: left to right: Treasure .M, Nuriat .A, Kabano .S, Joy .K, Norah .A, Angello .M, Jules .T
.2nd row: left to right: Bill .G, Brina .R, Fabiola .U, Kwizera .E, Ritah .G, Jean Claude .K
.3rd row: left to right: Patience .A, Sharon .I, Daniella .U, Dinah .M, Lilian .K, Ritah .A
.3rd row: left to right: Rhoda .U, Claudia .M,Brenda .M, Jovia .G, Light Phique .M, Stella .A, Patrick .G.H, Axel .R

Class Teacher
The class with a difference and integrity, don’t
get lost am talking of senior five arts which
combines both HEG and MEG students. This
is the class that make s me and every teacher
enjoy teaching and feel at home, it’s a class
where students care for each other, advise each
other and help each other in every problem.
Their academic performance improves day by
day alongside healthy competition, excellence
in co-curricular activities like sports, singing
and drama; it’s a class admired by all .
Sserwadda Henry
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Sports Woman
Uwera Daniella

Fashion Killer
Gahenda Boris

Class Brainiac
Nkubito Andrew

Most Social
Tega Rhoda

Most Hilarious
Kwizera Emmanuel

Most Disciplined
Mahoro Treasure
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senior6 sciences

.1st row: left to right: Innocent, Boris.B, Robert.M,Fred.N,Moses.N,Prince.S
.2nd row: left to right: Nakitha.I, Natasha.A,Christian.I,Philbert.M,Maximillien.K,Blanche.B
.3rd row: left to right: Ruth.M,Bella.K,Tr.Jean Pierre,Sharon.M,Sylia.K,Bella.K
.4th row: left to right: Parfait.I,Ange.M,Sandrine.U,Vanessa.K,Derrick.R,Emmy.M,James.M,Stessy.B

Class Teacher
S.6Science is a class consisted of disciplined
and hardworking students who excel both in
academics and social life. They are surrounded
by a good and conducive environment which
they use maximally to brighten their future. I
believe that with God, discipline and hard work
these students can build a new Rwanda and
.take it to another level of development
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senior6 arts

1st row: left to right: Charlotte .I, Nadine.I, Mireille .I.B, Kanzayire .C, Mellisa .U
.2nd row: left to right: Vanessa .G, Ornella .U, Promise .B, Viola .M, Parfaite .I, Christella .M
3rd row: left to right: Cyusa .D, Edwin .R, Yves .S, Brian .J.H.N, Kamanda .V

Class Teacher
My Dear, S.6 Arts
It’s been my humble pleasure to be your class
teacher throughout this whole year of 2014. You
have been a very good and vibrant class, always
.
participating in class and other extra-curricular
activities, excelling academically, outstanding in
Discipline and spiritually strong. I truly commend
you for that .
I encourage you to keep it up and aim higher next
year and the years to come .
God be with you .
Kisakye Moses

NU-INSIGHT VIEWBOOK
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Fashion Killer
Shyaka Yves
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Most Social
Kanzayire Clarisse

People's Role Modle
Kamanda Sylvia

Most Hilarious
Rwigamba Derrick

Class Brainiac
Byandanga Sharon

Most Disciplined
Ineza Nakitha

Sports Man
Nasagambe Fred
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year 8A

.1st row. Left to right: Alvin .R, Tariq .H, Allan .M, Manzi Moise .M, Kenny .N, Armel .I
.2nd row. Left to right: Angella .R, Nicole .K, Myrana .R, Lisa .M, Sulamite .U, Sephora .U, Linda .M
3rd row. Left to right: Bienvenue .N, Brian .M, Heritier Gihoze .D, Dacosta .I, Hugues .K, Dorcy .T

Class Teacher
Year eight is a class of 23 students; 9 girls and
14 boys. Members of this class participate
effectively in NU-VISION HIGH SCHOOL
activities. They attend class regularly and they
have been prepared to express themselves in
public through their active participation in
every day morning devotions.They also work
hard to meet their academic expectations .
NSHIMIYIMANA Théoneste
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year 8B

.1st row. Left to right: Hashim .M, Happy .M, Colins .I, Billy .M, Elvis .S, David .H
.2nd row. Left to right: Yann .G, Kellia .U, Lynn .I, Angel Corona .M, Adeline .B, Linda .U, Michele .N, Sonia .M, Cedric .T
.3rd row. Left to right: Alix .K, Lisa .N, Francoise .N, Aundrey .S, Dany .D, Lindsay .K, Ange Orline .I

Class Teacher
,Dear reader
I am moved with a pleasant feeling when I
write about my wondrous class YEAR 8B. The boys
.& girls are real angels
They make me proud as their class teacher and
everybody at the campus because of their sweet
jokes and lovely academic stories. Their childlike
innocence make the NVHS community hail them.
They are self motivated and have a natural drive of
self esteem that make them outstandingly admirable
young academicians. Keep it up my year 8B class
.

Ms. Kataike Sarah
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Most Disciplined
Umutesi Sephora

Most Sosial
Kubwimana Nicole

Most Hilarious
Tugirimana Dorcy

Fashion Killer
Kellia

Class Brainiac
Muyombano Happy

Sports Man
Ngamije Nicholas
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year 9A

.1st row. left to right: Mahsen .M, Tamara .U, Nawal Nasser .S, Queen .I, Ashley .N, Gad .M
.2nd row. left to right: Christa .B, Jane .K, Sylvia .M, Blonia .S, Vincent .R, Davis .M
.3rd row. left to right: Binta .N, Jesca .I, Davis .F, Shamim .A, Angello .R

Class Teacher
S.9A is a class consisted of disciplined and
hardworking students who excel both in
academics and social life. They are surrounded
by a good and conducive environment which
they use maximally to brighten their future.
I believe that with God, discipline and hard
work these students can build a new Rwanda
and take it to another level of development .
Sempebwa Appollo
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year 9B

.1st row. left to right: Jasmin .U, Ciara lesa .I, Anita .I, Kevin .I, Mimi
.2nd row. Left to right: ….., Aline .M, Martina, Chanil .Z, Diana .I
.3rd row. Left to right: Albert .N, Nuhu .R, Peterne Rwema .K, Lucas .N, David .M

Class Teacher
Y9B has 16 students; 10 boys and 6 girls. The
students are co-operative and caring they help
each other in class work and share the little
knowledge that they have acquired. Students
are always smart and they always follow
instructions .
Kanyenyeri Livingstone
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Most Hilarious
Nawal Nassar

Most Social
Shamim

Most Disciplined
Honorine

Sports Man
Rugamba Vicent

Most intelligent
Mfurayase Davis

Most Tallented
Ishimwe Jessica
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year 10A

.1st row. Left to right: Clemance .I, Clevis davy .T,…., Raoul ,Lionel .M, Anuti .M
.2nd row. Left to right: Jivens .U, Shema Patrick .K, Kelly , Frank .N, Francios .B
.3rd row. Left to right: Agape .N, …., Anualitte .H, Charlotte .U, Fred .K, Leibrech .K
.4th row. Left to right: Ken .M, Promise lena, Simuruna .H, Bruniella .K, Ben kalisa .M

Class Teacher
Year 10A is a great class to teach, they are
well disciplined and excellent academically.
Most of them participate in the school extracurricular activities, and they are part of the
school team in several games and Sports.
All in all, it is a class of integrity and I enjoy
this class because it is lively to teach and
always exemplary to the others .
Kasozi Isa
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year 10B

.1st row: left to right: Stacy .T.K, Tonny .R, Cynthia .K, Bertin .E.M, Nassereen Nasser .s, Bill .K
.2nd row: left to right: Andy .S, Aria .T.M, Sabrina .Y, Erwan .B, Fredrica .U.N, Olivier .I
.3rd row: left to right: Grace .U, Jonatha .N, Bonita .M, Elvis .G

Class Teacher
This is one of the most social and co-operative
class whose members care deeply about each other
which is a good moral behaviour.They also fear and
love the Lord, and this is demostrated during their
devotions. Together with the help of their teachers,
administration and fellow students, Y.10B has been
shaped into a well-disciplined class to better fit in the
.society of Nu-Vision and Rwanda as a whole
Its members are very positive and great leaders, as
it bears both deputy “head boy O’level and head girl
O’level” of Nu-Vision among other leaders .
Miss. Kizza Veronicah
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Sports Man
Kalisa Guy

Most Disciplined
Annualita

Class Brainia
Kayirangwa Cynthia
Most Stylish
Kalisa Bill

Most Social
Nasser

Most Hilarious
Mugabe Ben
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year 11

.1st row: left to right: Doriane .U, Bruce .G, Chimene .K, Aurore .M, Joanna .T, Erdo .D
.2nd row: left to right: Ullysse .D, Melissa .K, Christa .M, Benitha .U.D, Gad .M, Abubakar .J
.3rd row: left to right: Gael .I, Linda .U, Richard .T, Pauling .K.I, Fred .S, Davy .B
4th row: left to right: Laurence .U.D, Grace .T, Ted .V.R, Negritta Irisa .T, Santiana .N, Christian
..E.M, Irene .K, Annette .K.U

Class Teacher
Year 11 is a class consisted of disciplined
and hardworking students who excel both in
academics and social life. They are surrounded
by a good and conducive environment which
they use maximally to brighten their future. I
believe that with God, discipline and hard work
these students can build a new Rwanda and
take it to another level of development .
Nerico Odima
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Class Brainiac
Doriane Uwizeyimana

Most Stylish
Dusabe Ullysse

Most Disciplined
Shumbusho Fred

Sports Woman
Kamanzi Annette

Most Social
Dukuze Erdo

Most Hilarious
Ringuyeneza Ted
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year12

.1st row. Left to right: Cynthia .B, Shema Micheal .S.J, Hamza .S, Romeo .G, Sandrine .U
.2nd row. Left to right: Nouru .M, Sama Ashley .M, Yves .M, Sarah .K, Carole .N, Ines .S
.3rd row. Left to right: Lamy .I, Dillan .N, Jess Jovin .T, Nithia .I, Maureen .K, Carole .A

Class Teacher
My Dear, Yr12
It’s been my humble pleasure to be your class teacher
throughout this whole year of 2014. You have been a
very good and vibrant class, always participating in
class and other extra-curricular activities, excelling
academically, outstanding in Discipline and spiritually
.strong. I truly commend you for that
I encourage you to keep it up and aim higher next year
and the years to come
God be with you .
Mujuni Sawaib
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Most Hilarious
Gatera Romeo

Most intelligent
Mutale Sama

Most Stylish
Karondo Moreine

Most Disciplined
Imwiyitire Dally

Most Social
Muneza Nouru

Sports Woman
Buranga Cynthia
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year13

1st row: left to right: Nailla.G, Janviere.I, Regis.I, Joyce D, Nicole.M, Louange.B,
. :.2nd row: left to right Janviere.I, Jackline.N

Class Teacher
To my beloved Year 13 class 2014, don’t be
dismayed by GOOD-BYEs. A farewell is
necessary before you can meet again and
meeting again after moments or lifetimes is
certain for those who are friends. May God
accompany you in all your endeavours. I
will always cherish the time I have shared
with you .
Semambo Samuel .
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Most Creative
Bitanuzire Louange

Most intelligent
Jacky Nkubito

Most caring
Gasabo Nailla

Most Hilarious
Ingabire Janviere

2

Former HEADBOY
Mukwiye Ineza Regis

Most Social
Dushime Joyce

Most Religious
Mugisha Nicole
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PREFECTORIAL BODY

HEADBOY
Mugisha Jesse

HEADGIRL
Umuhoza Sandrine

Nu-vision High school is an institution that
trains the whole child. This is evidenced by the
moral values we are taught; in church, class and
dormitories. Additionally talents are developed
through music, sports and games, public speaking
and leadership among others. We thank the Lord
for leading us towards our vision
Throughout our stay at Nu-vision High school,
we are given quality education by professional
teachers, excellent accommodation facilities,
and spiritual feasts and generally a suitable
environment to study in. The students’ leaders
link the student body to the administration
In a nutshell, we are grateful to be part of a family
that diversifies our potential and always shoots
for the star even if it means getting the dust from
it. May the Lord bless us as we aim for the best in
.life
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Being a head girl in a school such as NuVision which is multi-cultured is not a
piece of cake. Each and every person have
their own way of thinking and criticizing
your each and every move. There are
those who will be questioning your
actions. However I manage to withstand
all this simply because their thinking and
criticism gives me strength to continue
being a leader and also exemplary to all
those who look up to me and see me as a
role model. The fact that there is someone
out there who looks up to me, gives me
the courage to not let their dreams of
.leadership shatterdown
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Our school motto the "better prepared
the stronger" may escape your
notice or pass like any meaningless
inscription on our school logo in
different school documents and
uniforms. Or, thinking about the five
word motto may not provoke deep
critical thought on your mind to deduce
any parallels between the motto and
the pillars of Nu-Vision High School
education
To prepare means to make ready
before hand for some purpose, use, or
activity. Atheletes do it. Sports teams
do it. Airline pilots do it. Professional
speakers do it. Musician s do it. Event
planners do it. Successful people do it.
NVHS is doing it
The better prepared the stronger
is in itself the foundation stone of
NVHS and the mind blowing trigger
that resulted in the founding of the
school. The motto is the driving force
behind NVHS education policy. In
fact, it is the bedrock and distinctive
feature that cuts out the distinction
between our education and what other
education institutions offer on the same
curriculum. Without belief in better
preparation and resultant strength
.NVHS cannot exist in its present form
You may wonder why a mere school
motto may have a near seismic effect
on the whole lot of education functions
and policies of the school. Better
preparation is very important to let
the creative potential of the students
take fruition not just for the sake of the
students, but also for the sake of the
society
You all agree that the world needs the
best. In the recent economic downturn
in the year 2008, most companies
across the world were laying off staff,
and ironically, recruiting! What a
paradox! While most graduates decried
high unemployment rates, some of
their colleagues were getting plum
jobs. Reason? They were the best. In
NVHS terms, they were better prepared
and stronger to drive the companies
.through the turbulent economic times
Being the best is not a matter
of chance or destiny. No, it is a
direct consequence of purposeful
and conscious preparation. Right
preparation, then, results in deep
seated strength that is required
to combat diverse odds of life to
succeed. That said, we can concur
that preparedness makes chances of
success excellent
Life is full of odds. The better prepared
one is the greater potent he or she
possesses to turn odds to his or her
favor or overpower them to succeed.
No matter the kind of talent you
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Martin Rusanga
School Director
possess, without adequate training and
direction, you cannot attain excellence.
The world’s most celebrated
neurosurgeon Dr. Ben Carson notes
that only the average and the poor
experience discrimination. If you have
something to offer and the world needs
you, the color of your skin does not
matter at all
Our primary focus in our education
is guiding students in discovering,
developing, and pursuing passions,
.talents, and interests
When does preparation begin? It
begins now, it starts early. At NVHS
we prepare students for the future.
The future is determined today. As it
is popularly said, if you want to have
healthy teeth in the year 2017, start
brushing them today !
In a school setting, preparation is a
complementary process that is done
by the school administration, teaching
staff and parents/guardians. NVHS has
guaranteed quality students’academic
preparation by putting together a
visionary administration and highly
qualified and award winning staff with
the capacity to effectively implement
.the curricula within stipulated timelines
To ensure that there is very high
success rate in the teaching process,
the school has provided unrivalled
teaching and learning materials that
are at the disposal of the teaching staff
and students. NVHS boasts of one of
the best computerized libraries with the
.most current approved textbooks
We believe in holistic education. We do
not just emphasize on getting the best

.

grades and ranking best nationally.
We have elaborate spiritual programs
to take care of the social aspect and
co-curricular activities to take care of
the physical development needs of
students
As a result of adequate preparation,
our students have been highly dynamic
and very competitive in virtually all
in and out of school tasks. Even low
achievers in our school ranking system
have been outperforming best students
elsewhere
Bobby Unser once said, ‘success is
where preparation and opportunity
meet.’ At NVHS, we have also
provided a platform for students to
be professionally guided on the best
career paths to take to achieve their life
dreams. Through our career advisory
office, students are guided about the
best subject combinations to take to
get University admissions in courses
of their choice. The career counselor
also acts as a link between the school
and Universities abroad. He facilitates
students’ admissions in different
Universities and notifies the students
about how to win available scholarship
opportunities
Arguably, our graduates are a ‘precious
catch’ in many secondary and tertially
institutions of learning owing to their
unique abilities as a result of receiving
holistic education. Quite a number
have already received scholarships
and international awards due to
exemplary performance.
The better
prepared, no doubt, the stronger

.

.

.
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School Achieveme
2008
The School Begun
2009
Second best in the East-African
essay writting competition

Mugisha Jesse

Niyigena Francoise

2010
The School had 4 students
among top 10 O-level National
Exams
Second best in the East-African
essay writting competition

Ruhamya Innocent

Muhoza Emmy

2011
Had 2 students Among top 10
O-level National Exams
2012
Had 2 students Among top 10
O-level National Exams
IGCSE 's best student scored
straight A* in all the subjects

Mutale Sama and Muneza Nouru

Nkubito Andrew

2013-2014
Had 2 students Among top 10
O-level National Exams
A-level National Exams were
past extremely highly
Uwase Frederica

The School attained a 100% pass
in IGCSE
Our students were granted
admissions and scholarships
in international universities
Ranked 3rd inter-schools
debating competition
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NAMES

ACHIVEMENTS

Niyigena Francoise

2nd in O'level National Examination 2012
Got admission and Scholarship to ALA

Mugisha Jesse

3rd in O'level National Examination 2013

Ruhamya Innocent

2nd in O'level National Examination 2011

Muhoza Emmy

3rd in O'level National Examination 2011

Mutale Sama

Best in IGCSE Cambridge international exams

Muneza Nouru

Best in IGCSE Cambridge international exams

Nkubito Andrew

1stin O'level National Examination 2012
3rd in the Rwanda Science Competition 2014

Uwase Frederica

1ST in Kigali Essay Writing competition 2013
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og s

Uwase Patricia and Shema Derrick

Mwanasafi David

Ngoga Fabrice

and obs

Musime Yvonne

Nizeyimana Emmanuel

Muheto Junior

Byiringiro Emmanuel

Munyaneza Brian

3

NAME

COUNTRY

UNIVERSITY
ATTENDED

COURSE OF
STUDY

Shema Derrick

USA

Oklahoma university

medicine

Nizeyimana
Emmanuel

Canada

St. Thomas
University

Business finance

Umulisa Mellissa

UK

London School of
Commerce

Business Economics

Kamanzi Ariane

Canada

Algonquin University Computer Security

Ishimwe Delice

China

-

Deborah Kamikazi

USA

University of Oregon

International
Relations

Ishimwe Adeline

Kenya

Catholic University

Engineering

Nsekuye Patrick

Cyprus

University of Central Business Studies
Lancashire (UCLAN)

Munyaneza Brian

Cyprus

University of Central Business law
Lancashire (UCLAN)

Biringiro Emmanuel

Cyprus

University of Central Criminal Law
Lancashire (UCLAN)

Ngoga Fabrice

Cyprus

University of Nicosia

Medicine

Mwanasafi David

Canada

College of Columbia

Aviation

Musoni Dan

Malaysia

Inti university

Graphic Design

Mussime yvone

USA

Harvard university

-

-

Kamikazi Deborah
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PRINCIPAL’S TOUR TO CANADA

Mr.Kurgat Elias
School Counsellor

The Career Guidance & Counseling office besides ensuring students
cope with academic, social and psychological issues also offers
Career Guidance assistance and also expose them to universities both
local and international and provide access to myriad of scholarships
around the world to facilitate smooth transition of students from
high school to universities and colleges
This year, I participated in the annual High School Counselor’s
Tour in Canada from 29th June-04 July, 2014. The purpose of
the tour was to gather information from a number of excellent
Canadian universities and learn about their programs, admission
requirements and student life. The universities visited during the tour
were: Concordia & McGill Universities both in Montreal, Carleton
University in Ottawa, Queen’s University in Kingston, & Trent
University in Peterborough, Ontario. Most of these offer scholarships
For one to gain admission & Scholarships to study in these
universities, he/she must be in A’ Level, excel academically, show
proof of participation in extracurricular activities and community
service, present well written personal statements and essays and must
be a dynamic individual
The school, through the Career Guidance & Counseling office, is
committed to helping students by linking them to universities as
soon as they finish their A’ level Education
				

1
2

4

1. School councilor in Canada
2. School Councilor with delegation
3. School Councilor at McGill University
4. School Councilor touring with the
Delegation
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A
RARE
GEM
School
life may be
termed as “boring” by
some of us but there’s what we
call” squint spotting” or taking a closer
look
Every place has its story, ours however, is encrypted on our
lifestyle clearly, its own about our interactions. A lot may not be
going right but one fact remains that while relationships are a
rare gem, we might have been showered with diamonds because
friendship here, is a fundamental aspect
A great view point was observed to be the senior five
classes. It’s a wonder! Who knew young people
would have such solidarity? Well, this is one
place where you will know the true meaning of
friendship and being together
Still on lifestyle, weekends seem to be first on
everyone’s first on everyone’s dream list precisely
Saturday nights. A weekend glow is felt more on
the girl’s side who look up to movie time all week
which punctuates a long tiresome week
Even when life takes boring turns, we
have stuff to keep us on like the always
on sports-time after classes which cools
down our minds. Her, I mean street
.soccer, a favourite sport for lots of us
As education winds its way up the
development ladder, academics have
taken a great turn since people seem
more interested in studying this year
compared to previous years
In brief, our friendship makes up our
life styles. They make our story even
when every other aspect of school life
has broken down; they become our rare
gem which we are lucky to have found
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Ntaganda Precious

There is a race we must run,
please
Lord give us power to be true
every hour .

Senior One

.

When people saw a barren
woman in Sarah, God. saw the
mother of all nations
When people saw a poor
shepherd in David, God saw a
mighty king of Israel .
Only God can change a test
into a testimony

What does it mean to be enriched
spiritually? What does it actually mean to
have a personal relationship with our God?
It is in the real sense a sum of whatever
worship programmes took place this year.
We had big Sabbaths which were great,
Friday vespars, which uplifted most of our
hearts to the lord and above all, sermons
and worship that gave us hope and lit up a
.fire in every one’s soul
It’s not enough to call what people
experienced spiritually a transformation, it
was salvation in its real package and God
blessed our hearts .
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Killy K. Geoffrey
School Pastor

Jesus said, “if you remain in me
and my words remain in you,
ask whatever you wish, and it
will be given you ".
John 15:7
As Iron sharpens Iron, so
one man Sharpens another
Proverbs 27:17
Osojo Charles
School Chaplain
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LIGHT WAY CHOIR

SPARROW KIDS CHOIR

CHURCH BROTHERS

Byandaga Sharon
BEST SINGER OF THE YEAR

HIS GRACE MUSIC BAND

TRINITY

LAM MUSIC BAND

FOR HIM MUSIC BAND
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NU- clubs

DEBATE
CLUB
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Help Empower the Youth Today (HEYT) is an association of students from
NU-VISION High School who have the aim to help and empower the youth
of today .
It was formed in the beginning of 2014 though the idea had emerged the
previous year. Our firs action took place in July 2014, to close the 20th
commemoration of the 1994 Rwanda genocide perpetuated against the
Tutsi, we decided together with the schools effort to help the Tutsi Genocide
survivors of Ruhanga Gasabo district in the city of Kigali
This first action is linked to our aim because it permitted young people
to understand the importance of helping others and giving back to the
community .
Bitanuzire Mimi Louange
President
HEYT

2

3

1
4

6

5
7

8
9
1. Ruhanga Genocide memorial site

6. Club President Giving a Speech

2. Students receive briefing

7. Sharing a Moment of Happiness
with Kids of Ruhanga

3. Ronaldo Placing Flowerson grave
of the deceased
4. Visioners visiting different parts of
the memorial site

10

5. HEYT Members Respecting a
Moment of Silence

10

8. Fred inspecting chickens donated by
HEYT to Genocide Survivors
9. Visioners Showing Love and Care to
the Kids
10. Visioners catering
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NU- SPORTs

BEST
TEN
PLAY NIS
ER
NITHIA
.I

BEST
RUGB
Y
PLAY
ER
FRAN
CK.N

BEST
BASKE
T
PLAYE BALL
R
ULLYS

SE.D

School Coach
Alain
As the sports department, we give thanks to God for the many
achievements that we accomplished this year 2014. We thank the
Lord for he helped our male football team to reach the quarter
.finals of Gasabo interschool competition
During the SPORTS WEEK under the slogan “Sportsmen and
sportswomen to be the catalyst of positive change” in which many
activities were done such as academics (tutoring S1 and S3 classes),
discipline (awarding the sportsmen who improved in terms of
discipline) and other different activities like planting trees and
Aerobic exercises which increased the number of girls to participate
in sports. Throughout this whole year a lot games were played,
awards were given to the winning house and to the top scorers,
aerobic exercises were done by a huge number of girls. Really
!people enjoyed a lot
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BEST
FOOTB
A
PLAYE LLER
R
YVES
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SENIOR 3

SENIOR 3

B

YEAR 11
SENIOR 6

SCIENCE

SENIOR 6

YEAR 13

NU-GRADUATION
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TOMMOROW IS OURS TO GIVE
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